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Overview
• Why a SWIP Net Zero route map?
• How we are doing it
• What we have found out so far
• How we are making sense of it all

• Key aspects of a flourishing Net Zero community
• The route map: foundations of a learning journey to a Net Zero mindset and co-produced solutions
• Next steps

Why a SWIP Net
Zero route map?
• Unique SW Peninsula
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Rural community punctuated by a few urban communities
Large seasonal population change
Long distances
On a limb - axial arterial routes flow into Peninsula
Little route redundancy so resilience is challenging
Increasing dependency & isolation from East to West
West of England rich, Cornwall poor
Works as a whole system, shaped by its geography
Pinch nerve in Western Gateway, feel pain in Truro

Rail

Local Authorities

Power

Highways

Water

House of Common Briefing Paper No 8778 (2020)

• Fragmented governance and accountability
• No overarching strategic body
• No South West Minister
• No single powerful voice in Westminster
• The new “Neglected North” if SW doesn’t stand up for itself?
• SW decarbonisation urgently needs someone to start joining it up
LEPs
House of Common Briefing Paper No 8778 (2020)

Travel to Work Areas
House of Common Briefing Paper No 8778 (2020)
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SWIP’s Net Zero route
mapping journey
• Guided by the 6th Carbon Budget
• Followed UrbanID diagnostics methodology
• 2020 - two pilot workshops

• Sister project CRAFTeD led by UWE
• Looking at decarbonising freight

• Elicited huge amount of information (939 data points)
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Figure 3.3.a Sources of abatement in the
Balanced Net Zero Pathway for the manufacturing
and construction sector
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Reports on SWIP website
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Jan and Feb 2020

•

Emissions and
abatement (MtCO₂e)

•

Reduced end-user consumption of new resources
Improved resource efficiency in production
Material Substitution
Energy efficiency
Electrification
Hydrogen
Biofuels
BECCS
CCS
Other
Outturn and baseline
Balanced Net Zero Pathway
So urce: CCC analysis, B EIS (2020) P ro visio nal UK greenho use gas emissio ns natio nal statistics 2019
No tes: The abatement fro m B ECCS in this graph do es no t include the carbo n captured, which is acco unted fo r in the remo vals subsectio n
o f Chapter 3.

• Analysis and synthesis followed UKCRIC learning journey framework
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You told us…

In Person Workshops
29th Jan & 6th Feb 2020

139

Interdependencies
Identified between
elements of South
West infrastructure

“we don’t yet know what data we even need to tell us where we are now. While huge
volumes of data may exist, there is no consensus over what is relevant, no information
collective and no platform for accessing large amounts of the data.”

“The contractual and broader structure of the industry reinforces a silo-mentality, vested
interests, and lack of understanding over others’ issues. It encourages the protection of IP
and discourages innovation.”

“The industry requires a change in culture. This means a removal of the win/lose
competitive mentality and replacement with structures that support attainment of
the ultimate decarbonisation and sustainability goal.”

“Collaboration requires open channels of communication across industry,
government and academia. These must extend nationally and internationally.
Specialist consultants and experts can hold knowledge of key resources and should be
involved in collaborations. Communities, end-users and those who struggle to have
their voiced heard should be included.”

You told us…

Online Workshop #1:
Priorities

Data
332
Points

132

Ranked in terms of
importance and urgency

Key
Challenges

50

Easier
Actions

48

Radical
Solutions

43

Barriers to
Moving
Faster

Funding for innovative solutions, lack of
leadership when things get tough, wider
knowledge and lack of supporting infrastructure
Early contractor engagement, training, knowledge
sharing

Localising supply chains, carbon charging,
efficiency actions, de-risked collaborative
innovation
Client knowledge, access to finance for
innovation, conflicting priorities, uncertainty over
future national policy and risk aversion
6
associated with innovation

You told us…

Online Workshop #2:
Dependencies

Data
241
Points
Upstream Dependencies
(things we need to do first in order to meet decarbonisation
milestones in CCC Report)

67

Points raised range from the incentivisation of low
carbon options, the de-risking of early investment,
clearer local policies and recalibration of partnership
and collaboration in infrastructure projects.

212

Upstream Dependencies
on Other Sectors
(things one sector needs to done first in order to meet
decarbonisation milestones in CCC Report that are nominally
under the control of another)

54

Policy Changes
(that will need to be considered if we are to
meet decarbonisation milestones in CCC Report)

Improved design practices, development of new
materials, decarbonisation of electricity generation,
supply chain collaboration mechanisms, reuse and
resource sharing mechanisms
Support for understanding whole system
interdependencies, skills in new technologies,
materials and methods, whole life-cycle thinking, lowcarbon understanding throughout supply chains and
population wide climate-literacy.

Knowledge, Capability
& Trainings Needs

Most common points raised related to (i) reliance of
construction sector on the decarbonisation of electricity
generation and provision of charging and (ii) need for
early upstream collaboration

Comments related to digital twins, BIM, collaboration
on Carbon reporting and joined-up mechanisms for
trialling emerging technologies and speeding up
getting potential tech to practice

36

(that will need to be met if we are to meet
decarbonisation milestones in CCC Report)

39

Enabling Technologies,
Data & Models
(required to inform progress towards decarbonisation
milestones in CCC Report)
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You told us…

Online Workshop #3
Reflecting on Principles

Data
135
Points

Must be open to all viewpoints and
widely publicised, not a closed process
to a chosen few

We need some system of networking so
we can share live information and
learning on decarbonisation learning
with each other.

Language and terminology can be a
barrier and will need addressing

Provide synergies, identify leverage
points and share risks rather than
repeating work and wasting efforts.

How are you going to balance the fact
people want action now?

A Living Lab is not an academic exercise.
It does not delay taking action.
It is normal life in a structured way that
improves innovation and learning at scale
to tackle challenges as they emerge and
rapidly identify and share best practice.
Living Labs move quickly and provide a
strong equitable way to accelerate
change, bringing stakeholders together,
identifying and removing barriers.
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We are identifying many
SW decarbonisation
challenges
Gonella, F.,"The Smart Narrative of a Smart City", Frontiers in Sustainable Cities, Vol 1, 2019, pp 9
URL=https://www.frontiersin.org/article/10.3389/frsc.2019.00009 DOI=10.3389/frsc.2019.00009

Energy system of a community
See also: Howard Odum, Environment, Power, and Society for
the Twenty-First Century: The Hierarchy of Energy (2007),
Columbia Univ Press

•

A complex, highly interdependent, system-of-systems metabolism
• Ecological, environmental, social, economic, political, legal, technological
• Decarbonising the region’s metabolism

•

Net Zero is just one of many important societal outcomes

•

Infrastructure is at the nexus of it

•

Decarbonising business-as-usual is not sufficient – we need behaviour and system
change too

•

Many important contextual influences (uniqueness of SW)

•

Appetite to tackle the challenge, but nobody knows exactly how

•

Never been delivered at scale before

•

Many ideas, but few proven, most aspects poorly understood

•

Most components, technologies and solutions are far from mature - many
development pathways are uncertain

•

Varying progress on sector route maps, with little obvious coordination

•

Much epistemic uncertainty and risk – needs Govt de-risking strategy/support

•

Investment cases are immature, leading to reluctance to invest

•

Need to join-up our learning and practice – requires framing & a common mindset

•

It’s urgent

•

Covid response shows we can act speedily if we choose to – many lessons
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The importance
of carbon literacy
(+ecological+social+ … literacy)
• Net Zero is an outcome of how we choose to live and behave – it’s intrinsically linked to social justice, social values and social value
• Decarbonisation is primarily about adapting our way of life, changing our behaviours, making different choices – we must consume less & waste less

• Technology is secondary – it simply helps us live and behave as we have chosen to
• We must get this order right – the existential threat exists because we have largely got it wrong up to now (albeit with good intentions)
• Behaviour change is not a bolt-on – it must be built-in from solution concept onwards
• Decarbonising business-as-usual is not sufficient – we need system change too, to reshape and guide our behaviours to use less and waste less
• Everyone needs to be carbon literate – to understand the carbon cycle, know how to live in harmony with it, and understand why it is vital to do so
• Carbon literacy leads to a Net Zero mindset - our mindset underpins our behaviours and life choices

• Net Zero is forever, not just for 2050
• It will be delivered mainly by the younger and future generations – a global common purpose, full of opportunity, creativity and fulfilment, wow!
• We have a perpetual duty to ensure they become carbon literate and develop a Net Zero mindset
•

So that they can devise better Net Zero behaviours, and the supporting technologies, which we all can adopt and benefit from

•

Urgent new mission for education of students, practitioners and the public
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How we are
making sense
of it all
Triple loop learning

Philosophy, worldview,
values, purpose

Experiencing the
outcomes

Choosing to do the
right things & doing
them right

Accelerated learning
cycle

Working out the right
things to do

Value and cost
improvement pillars

Flourishing community
learning processes &
outcomes
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Building a shared
worldview
Causal world

Actual world

In the light of experiences, we invoke system options,
or improve system, to improve future experiences

Experienced world

Aligning and
sharing
worldviews
Actual world

Experienced world

(Everyone can see)
In the light of experiences, invoke system options,
or improve system, to improve future experiences

Digital
Twin
(Everyone can see)

Perceptual
Twin
(Only I can see)

Causal world

Actual world

Experienced world

Causal world

Actual world

Experienced world

My perceived experiences inform my perceptual twin

Real
World

Captures and informs

My perceptual model drives my real world actions to
improve the outcomes I experience

Causal world

We are identifying key
aspects of a flourishing
Net Zero community
Philosophy,
worldview,
ethics, values

• All these interdependent aspects, and many more, need
to be mature and congruent if we are to achieve and
maintain Net Zero

Marketplaces

Purpose and
desired
outcomes

• They are the pieces of the Net Zero jigsaw – they must fit
together seamlessly and reveal a coherent picture

Supply
networks

Governance

Monitoring,
evaluation &
improvement
actions

Collaborative
learning and
action
mechanisms

Visionary, brave,
knowledgeable
leadership

Context,
histories and
futures

• A weakness in one undermines all
• They form an analytical lens that we can use to traffic
light our progress – how good are we at each one?
Flourishing Net Zero
community

Investment

Business
models

Solution
schemas

Policy

Flourishing: Growing vigorously in a congenial environment (OED)
(Flourishing community concept originated by Sarah Toy)

Enabling
technologies
& processes

Integrated system
models and data

Carbon
literacy and
capability

• None of the aspects is anywhere near mature, or
congruent, from a decarbonisation perspective – the
traffic lights are mainly red
Regulation

• A decarbonisation route map must co-evolve these
aspects in unison
Standards

• Not unique to infrastructure
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We discovered: A learning journey that builds a Net Zero Systems Mindset
System of
Systems
needs
Systems
Thinking
grounded in the
Real World

With

ACCELERATED LEARNING
closing the loop
Many
interdependent
factors

Many
uncertainties

Resolution requires

Many
contradictions

Many
behaviour
changes
needed

LEADERSHIP

Many
competing
interests

CARBON
LITERACY

EXPERIMENTATION

COLLABORATION

To deliver

DECARBONISATION

Which leads to our conclusion – our strategy should be designed around HOW we deliver Net Zero

SWIP’s Net Zero
Integrating Route Map

Demand

Experimentation

Reform

Social
Value

reduction

Haste

Ambition

A Net Zero
Systems
Mindset
&
LEADERSHIP

Education

Leadership
Three key pillars
• Mindset & Leadership
• Carbon Literacy
• Collaboration

Imagination

Partnership

SW as a
Living Lab
Mature

South West as a place of
joined-up learning,
thinking, innovation and
practice

Common
purpose

Empowerment

Governance,
Regulation &
Standards

A Flourishing
Decarbonised
South West

Data & Digital
Twins

Enabling
technologies

People
Solution
schemas

Organisations

Knowledge

Skills

Finding out fast what works,
what doesn’t, and why

Carbon
Literacy

Business &
investment
models

Collaboration

Supply chains
& marketplace
Monitoring
& Appraisal

Delivery
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In summary
• We urgently need to put in place
• STRONG REGIONAL LEADERSHIP TO PROVIDE VISION AND ACCOUNTABILITY
• IMPROVED CARBON LITERACY
• EFFECTIVE DELIVERY THROUGH COLLABORATIVE EFFORT AND JOINED-UP THINKING

• Our recommended way forward
• THE SOUTH WEST COLLABORATORY – THE SOUTH WEST AS A LIVING LAB THAT DELIVERS
DECARBONISED INFRASTRUCTURE AT THE HEART OF A FLOURISHING, DECARBONISED, SOUTH WEST

Next actions to
promote
• Continued SWIP steering and advocacy
• South West as a Living Lab
•

Develop concept with SW region universities, UKCRIC, Bristol Living Lab (Knowle West
Media Centre) & others

• Explore how we might create integrated digital models of the SW
•

Data and model sharing and governance

•

UKCRIC DAFNI & digital twins

• Map who else is decarbonising infrastructure and partner with them

• Further analysis of workshop material & commentary report

• Baseline the SW energy and emissions metabolism

• Deeper diagnoses of exemplar use cases covering the spectrum of
decarbonisation challenges

• Review and analyse consistency, coherence and completeness of sector
route maps from SW perspective

•

Narrative descriptions to aid knowledge sharing and validation

•

Assessment of maturities of key aspects

•

Policy and solution sprints

•

Consistency, coherence and completeness of governance

•

Investment and finance development

•

Supply chain development

•

Marketplace development

•

Identify requirements of a SW Living Lab and supporting digital tools & potential pilots

• Assess coherence of SW governance of Net Zero delivery
• Assess adequacy of standards for framing Net Zero delivery
• Visioning and Foresighting of SW futures
• Covid recovery

• Develop curriculum for Carbon Literacy in partnership with
ClimateFramework.org & others
•

Net Zero hinges on people before things

•

Engineering curriculum – social + behavioural + physical + natural + business sciences

•

Influence similar change in the National Curriculum in schools
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A final thought:
the scale of the
challenge
• SW GDP ~£160bn per annum
• By 2050 ~£4.6tn in aggregate
• All must be decarbonised
• Global Infrastructure Hub recommends ~3.5% GDP annual spend on
infrastructure = £5.6bn pa in SW
• UK Government targets 1.2% GDP = £1.9bn pa in SW
• 1% improvement in SW value & cost = £1.6bn pa
• £25m pa on SW Collaboratory to deliver just 1% improvement
would be good value. Can we afford not to do it?

SW regions and the countries that generate a similar GDP (2013)
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Thank you
We need your continued collaboration & feedback
Please watch out for information on next activities
And finally … commit this diagram to memory
… to help you set your mind to the exciting challenge ahead!
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